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This essay focuses on the life and times of Napoleon 

Bonaparte and on the cultural, political, and economic history of 

Spain.  It is written for the participants on Stanford Travel/Study’s 

cruise, Sailing the Western Mediterranean, October 17-26, 2017. 

I begin with two sections on Napoleon Bonaparte.  The first 

deals with how Napoleon gained control of France in 1799, the 

reforms that he enacted during the Consulate period (1799-1804), 

and how he created an empire in Europe (1805-1811).  The second 

covers the last decade of Napoleon’s life (1812-1821) – why the 

Continental System led to his downfall, how he struggled to 

recover from defeat, and what legacies emerged from his rule.   

 The last four sections are concerned with political and 

economic transitions in Spain during four key centuries – Roman 

Hispania (2nd century), Moorish Spain (10th century), Imperial 

Spain (16th century), and Modern Spain (20th century).  I look at 

conquest, governance, sources of wealth, and contrasting food 

patterns.  I append time lines and bibliographies for Napoleon and 

Spain and a description of sites visited in the Western Med region.       
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Napoleon Bonaparte – Rise, Reform, Conquest (1769-1811)  

Corsica and the French Revolution (1769-1796).  After 

two centuries of rule by Genoa, Corsica gained its independence in 

1755 under Pasquale Paoli, a guerrilla fighter and reformer.  In 

1768, Genoa sold Corsica to France for 40 million francs, and the 

French exiled Paoli and took control.  Napoleon Bonaparte was 

born in Ajaccio, Corsica in 1769.  He was the second of eight 

children of Carlo and Letizia Bonaparte, who were from minor 

noble families of modest means.  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at   
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ajaccio_MN1JPG.jpg> 

 
Casa Bounaparte, Ajaccio, Corsica –                                                 

Where Napoleon Was Born on August 15, 1769 
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Napoleon received an excellent education at Brienne in 

northern France, studying mathematics, history, geography, 

languages, weaponry, and map-making for five years.  He then 

spent one year at the École Militaire to learn military logistics and 

cannonry, graduating in 1785 as an artillery officer at age 16.  His 

education imbued in Napoleon a military ethos, stressing merit, 

courage, discipline, and law-and-order. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at  
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bonaparte_%C3%A9colier_IMG_6712.jpg> 

Statue of Napoleon Bonaparte, Depicted as a Student in Brienne at 
Age 15 in 1784 – Sculpted by Louis Rochet, 1853 
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During the French Revolution (1789-1794), Napoleon 

supported the overthrow of the monarchy while carrying out his 

military duties.  The Revolution brought huge political reforms to 

France – popular sovereignty, civic equality, and the abolishment 

of feudalism and slavery.  The Revolutionary changes centralized 

political power and set the stage for Napoleon’s later control and 

resource mobilization. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Prise_de_la_Bastille.jpg> 

 
The French Revolution (1789-1799) –                                                          

Storming of the Bastille, July 14,1789, by Jean-Pierre Houël, 1789  
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Napoleon’s military career advanced rapidly, in part because 

of high rates of death, desertion, or voluntary exile of other 

officers.  He became a brigadier general in 1793, after preventing a 

British takeover of the port of Toulon, and he was made 

Commander of the Army of the Interior in 1795, after suppressing 

a riot of 30,000 discontents in Paris.  Napoleon was also a rising 

intellectual.  In 1797, he was elected a member of the Institut de 

France, the country’s leading intellectual society, where he debated 

history, literature, music, and religion. 
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Napoleon_%C3%A0_Toulon_par_Edouard_

Detaille.jpg> 

Napoleon Bonaparte at the Siege of Toulon, 1793 –                            
Painting by Édouard Detaille 

 
Italy and Egypt (1796-1799).  Napoleon, a military genius, 

had a near photographic memory, his visualization skills of terrain 

and formations were remarkable, and he divided his army into 

mobile, self-contained corps units of 30,000-40,000 men under 

skilled marshals.  Napoleon began his career of military conquest 

with twelve victories in northern Italy in 1796-1797.  As the head 

of a new French Army of Italy, Napoleon crossed the Alps with 

36,000 troops, conquered the Kingdom of Piedmont, and drove the 
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Austrian Empire out of Italy, inflicting 120,000 casualties on the 

Austrian army and taking 160,000 Austrian prisoners-of-war. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Italian_campaigns_1796.JPG> 

France’s 1796 Northern Italy Campaign –                                           
Napoleon’s First Great Military Success 

In 1797, Napoleon created the Cisalpine Republic, a French 

protectorate centered on Milan and the Lombardy Plain, and 

abolished feudalism, guilds, internal tariffs, and the Inquisition.  In 
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the Treaty of Campo Formio (1797), Austria recognized French 

control of northern Italy, Belgium, and German territories west of 

the Rhine River. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Peace_of_Basel.png> 

 
France Claimed Piedmont and Belgium –                                              
After the Treaty of Campo Formio (1797) 
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In 1798, Napoleon led a French invasion of Egypt, then part 

of the Ottoman Empire.  He hoped to emulate Alexander the Great 

and Augustus Caesar by colonizing Egypt and to set up a French 

base for expanded trade and conquest in Asia, threatening British 

India.  Napoleon’s 50,000 French troops easily won the Battle of 

the Pyramids and took control of Cairo, but Napoleon lost the 

Battle of Acre (in today’s Israel) and failed to expand into Syria. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at  
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Louis-

Fran%C3%A7ois_Baron_Lejeune_001.jpg> 
 

France Defeated the Ottoman Empire and Conquered Egypt – The 
Battle of the Pyramids (1798), By Louis-François, Baron Lejeune, 

1808  

Napoleon returned to France in 1799, and Britain and the 
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Ottomans drove France out of Egypt in 1801.  The main 

contribution of the Egyptian incursion was cultural, not imperial.  

Napoleon brought 167 savants – scientists, architects, and 

engineers – to study ancient Egyptian culture.  The Description de 

l’Egypte, twenty-four richly illustrated volumes by forty-three 

authors, was published between 1809 and 1823.  It launched the 

discipline of Egyptology. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Leon_Cogniet_-

_L_Expedition_D_Egypte_Sous_Les_Ordres_De_Bonaparte.jpg> 

The 1798 Egyptian Expedition Under the Command of Bonaparte 
– Painting by Léon Cogniet, 1835, Louvre Museum, Paris 
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Consulate (1799-1804).  Joseph Sieyès, a long-time 

Revolutionary, led the 18 Brumaire Coup (November 1799) and 

chose Napoleon, a conquering hero, to provide military muscle.  

The conspirators abolished the five-year-old executive (Directory) 

and legislature (Elders and Five Hundred), facing considerable 

opposition. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bouchot_-

_Le_general_Bonaparte_au_Conseil_des_Cinq-Cents.jpg> 

18 Brumaire Coup, November 1799 – Napoleon Confronting the 
Council of Five Hundred, Painting by François Bouchot, 1840 
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Their new Consulate government initially had three consuls, 

but Napoleon was First Consul.  Within four months, he ended the 

French Revolution, consolidated his power, and instituted political 

stability.  A plebiscite approved his new constitution and 

centralized government.  Napoleon introduced sound finances, a 

central bank, local prefects, high-quality secondary schools 

(lycées), control of rural brigandage, and censorship.  A second 

plebiscite confirmed Napoleon as Consul for Life. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Jean_Auguste_Dominique_Ingres,_Portrait_

de_Napol%C3%A9on_Bonaparte_en_premier_consul.jpg> 

Napoleon, First Consul (1799-1804), Instituted  Government 
Reforms – Painting by Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres, 1804  
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The Napoleonic Code, adopted in 1804, was Napoleon’s 

crowning achievement.  The Code, 2,281 articles in 493 pages, 

replaced 42 regional codes with a single system and underpinned 

Napoleon’s civil administration and political support.  It 

guaranteed equality before the law, ended feudal privileges, and 

sanctioned contract and property rights.  But the Code reduced 

women’s rights. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at     
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Maurin_-_Cambaceres.png> 

Jean-Jacques-Régis de Cambacérès (1753-1824), Lawyer and 
Second-in-Command, Devised Much of the Napoleonic Code –               

Portrait by Nicolas Eustache Maurin, c. 1830 
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During the second Italian campaign in mid-1800, Napoleon 

defeated Austria at Marengo and earned a favorable peace 

settlement.  France then concluded advantageous treaties with 

Britain (Amiens) and its other rivals.  The expanded French 

Republic included historic France plus Belgium, the west Rhine 

region, and parts of Italy, Germany, and Holland.  France annexed 

Elba in 1802 and sold Louisiana to the United States in 1803 

(Napoleon claimed that he wanted to create a maritime rival for 

Britain).  Under Napoleon’s leadership, France seemed secure. 
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at  
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:France.1804.jpg> 

First French Republic – Atlas of J. Pinkerton, 1804  

Empire (1804-1811).  In 1804, Napoleon became Emperor 

of France.  In addition to his inflated ego and social conservatism, 

Napoleon’s desire to become a French monarch reflected his hope 

of dealing with his royal adversaries on an equal footing.  A 

plebiscite was strongly supportive, only eleven years after the 
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beheading of Bourbon King Louis XVI.  Napoleon later installed 

his brothers as monarchs in Spain (Joseph) and Holland (Louis), 

with regrettable results. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at           
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Jacques-Louis_David_-

_The_Coronation_of_Napoleon_(1805-1807).jpg> 

Napoleon Crowned Himself Emperor of France, Notre Dame 
Cathedral, Paris, December 2, 1804 – Painting by Jacques-Louis 

David, 1805-1807 

In the 18th century, France enjoyed an economic spurt with 

food output increasing 40 percent, but the last decade (1789-1799) 

was politically chaotic.  Napoleon introduced stability and 
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controlled inflation.  He forced his enemies to pay significant 

indemnities.  But his primary source of wealth and government 

revenue was agriculture in France and its satellite states.  He 

instituted a land registry (cadastre) to improve the taxation of 

agriculture.  Napoleon subsidized French industry, which could not 

compete with Britain’s Industrial Revolution firms. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Strategic_Situation_of_Europe_1809.jpg> 

The Strategic Situation in Europe in 1809 
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Napoleon hoped to avoid fighting Prussia, Russia, and 

Austria simultaneously and succeeded for a decade before 1812.  

In 1806, after France won the Battle of Jena, Prussia sued for 

peace.  Russia followed suit after losing at Friedland in 1807, and 

Napoleon and Tsar Alexander I divided Europe into two spheres of 

influence.  After a decisive victory at Wagram in 1809, Napoleon 

knocked Austria out and imposed humiliating peace terms.  On 

land, Napoleon seemed invincible.  All told, he won 53 of the 60 

land battles that he fought. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Napoleon_Wagram.jpg> 

Napoleon Defeated  Austria at the Battle of Wagram (1809) –         
Painting by Horace Vernet, 1836 
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But the British navy controlled the seas.  Britain gained naval 

supremacy at Trafalgar in 1805, when Admiral Nelson destroyed 

22 French ships.  In 1806, the British imposed a blockade on 

French ports between Brest and the Elbe.  Between 1793 and 1815, 

Britain granted L65 million of subsidies to more than 30 

governments to fund seven anti-French coalitions. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Turner,_The_Battle_of_Trafalgar_(1806).jpg

> 

Britain Destroyed the French Navy at Trafalgar, 1805 –                    
HMS Victory, Painting by J. M. W. Turner, 1806 
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Napoleon Bonaparte – Defeat, Exile, and Legacy (1812-1821) 

Continental System, Portugal, and Spain (1806-1813).  

After Britain imposed a blockade on French ports in 1806, 

Napoleon retaliated by creating the Continental System.  Britain, 

the world’s leading trading nation, sold one-third of its direct 

exports and three-fourths of its re-exports to Europe.  Napoleon 

hoped to cut off Britain’s European market, cripple the British 

economy, and force Britain to sue for peace. 
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Continental_Blockade_(1812).svg> 

Napoleon’s Continental System in 1812 – Dark and Light Green-
shaded Areas Ostensibly Were Embargoing Trade with Britain 

The Berlin Decree (1806) closed European ports to British 

ships, the Milan Decree (1807) extended the trade ban to neutral 

ships, and Russia agreed to impose the ban in the Treaty of Tilsit 

(1807).  Opposition to the ban on British trade and the smuggling 

of contraband goods were widespread.  The Fontainebleau Decree 
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(1810) created a licensing system to permit selected trade with 

Britain.  But the licenses were given only to French traders, 

infuriating Russia. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:%D0%A2%D0%B8%D0%BB%D1%8C%D0

%B7%D0%B8%D1%82._1807.jpg> 

Emperor Napoleon (France), Tsar Alexander I and Queen Louise 
(Russia), and King Frederick William III (Prussia) at Tilsit, 1807 

Napoleon’s insistence that the Continental System be 

enforced led him into disastrous wars with Portugal, Spain, and 

Russia, where the climate, terrain, poor roads, and lack of 

resources forced him to fight at a disadvantage.  In the Peninsular 
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War, French Marshal Junot conquered Portugal in 1807, but 

British General Lord Wellington regained control a year later.  

French Marshal Masséna invaded in 1810, but was stymied at the 

Lines of Torres Vedras.  In 1811, Wellington drove France out of 

Portugal for good. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:FortZambujalMoat.jpg? 

Wellington Defeated Masséna, 1810 –                                                  
The Lines of Torres Vedras, Central Portugal, Near Lisbon 

Napoleon’s “Spanish Ulcer” was a much larger drain on 

French resources between 1808 and 1814.  Napoleon installed his 

brother, Joseph, as King of Spain in 1808, and he ruled ineptly for 
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six years.  About 50,000 Spanish guerrillas harassed 300,000 

French occupying troops, the Royal Navy supplied Wellington’s 

invading army, and Britain provided funding of L19 million.  

Napoleon’s attempts to enforce the Continental System in Iberia 

thus were very costly. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at         
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Prado_-_Los_Desastres_de_la_Guerra_-

_No._03_-_Lo_mismo.jpg> 

Guerrilla Warfare in the Peninsular War –                                            
The Disasters of War, Painted by Francisco Goya, 1820 
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Europe_1812_map_en.png> 

Europe in 1812, At the Peak of Napoleon’s Power –                           
France Controlled the Purple and Blue Areas 

Defeat (1812-1814).  Napoleon invaded Russia in 1812.  He 

wanted to force Russia to honor the Continental System, and he 

planned to transfer Russian Poland to the Duchy of Warsaw, his 

satellite state.  Napoleon assembled a well-trained invasion force 

of 655,000 troops, nearly half from non-French parts of his 

Empire.  Because Tsar Alexander I had only 250,000 Russian 
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troops available, his strategy was to draw Napoleon into the 

Russian heartland by avoiding battles, retreating constantly, and 

burning resources.  Disease killed 140,000 of Napoleon’s men, 

typhus accounting for 100,000 deaths.  In September, Russian 

General Kutuzov fought Napoleon at Borodino.  Russia suffered 

43,000 casualties and Napoleon 28,000.  Napoleon won a pyrrhic 

victory because the Russians managed an orderly retreat. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Battle_of_Borodino_1812.png> 

Battle of Borodino, September 1812, Pyrrhic Victory for Napoleon 
After Kutuzov’s Retreat –                                                          

Painting by Louis-François, Baron Lejeune, 1822 
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When Napoleon’s army entered Moscow, the Russians 

burned two-thirds of the city.  Napoleon stayed in Moscow for a 

month.  The French army’s winter retreat was one of history’s 

greatest military catastrophes.  Napoleon chose the wrong route, 

and his troops packed looted treasures rather than food and winter 

clothing.  Only 25,000 men survived. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Napoleons_retreat_from_moscow.jpg> 

Napoleon’s Retreat from Moscow, 1812 –                                      
Painting by Adolph Northen, 1851 

In early 1813, Napoleon raised 150,000 new troops.  Prussia, 
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Sweden, and Austria joined Russia and Britain in the Sixth 

Coalition against Napoleon.  In October at Leipzig, the Allies 

(362,000 men) fought the Battle of Nations against France 

(203,000).  In the worst defeat of Napoleon’s career, the French 

suffered 47,000 casualties and 38,000 captured.   

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:MoshkovVI_SrazhLeypcigomGRM.jpg> 

The Battle of Leipzig (1813), Napoleon Defeated By Prussia, 
Russia, Sweden, Britain, and Austria – Painting by Vladimir 

Moshkov, 1815   

In 1814, the Allies (400,000 troops) invaded France, 

defended by 80,000 men.  Few French guerrilla fighters came to 
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Napoleon’s aid.  Britain refused to allow Napoleon to rule a France 

based on its 1792 frontiers, which the other Allies had proposed.  

Napoleon abdicated in April 1814, to be replaced by Bourbon King 

Louis XVIII. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Napoleon_at_Fontainebleau,_31_March_181

4_(by_Hippolyte_Paul_Delaroche).jpg> 

Napoleon at Fontainebleau, Shortly Before His Abdication, April 
1814 – Painting by Paul Delaroche, 1846  

Exile (1814-1821).  In the Treaty of Fontainebleau (1814), 

the Allies granted Napoleon an annual income of 2.5 million 
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French francs and made him Emperor of Elba.  Elba was a small 

island (140 square miles and 11,400 Italians), sited between Italy 

and Corsica.  During ten months ruling Elba, Napoleon improved 

its defenses, built roads, a hospital, and irrigation networks, and 

read voraciously. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bodleian_Libraries,_The_tyrant_overtaken_b

y_justice_is_excluded_from_the_world.jpg> 
 

“The Tyrant Overtaken by Justice Is Exiled from the World” – 
British Cartoon Satirizing Napoleon’s Exile to Elba, by Lewis 

Marks, May 1814 
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The Allies permitted Napoleon to have 600 Guardsmen and 

100 Polish Lancers.  In late February 1815, Napoleon secretly 

boarded the 16-gun frigate, L’Inconstant, along with 700 troops, 

four guns, and 1 million French francs in gold.  Three days later, 

he landed in southern France.  On his northward journey to Paris, 

Napoleon was met with army defections and popular support.  In 

Paris, he effected a bloodless coup. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Napoleon_returned.jpg> 

Napoleon’s Glorious Return from Elba, 1815,                    
Welcoming Defecting French Royalist Troops –                                        

Painting by Charles de Steuben, 1818 
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Napoleon chose to attack the British and Prussian armies in 

Belgium before the Austrians and Russians arrived.  In the Battle 

of Waterloo (June 1815), 100,000 Allied troops, led by 

Wellington, outlasted Napoleon’s 72,000 troops.  Napoleon 

mistimed his attack, and his French generals made tactical errors.  

Forty-five percent of the men who fought at Waterloo were killed 

or wounded. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Marechal_Ney_%C3%A0_Waterloo.jpg> 

Marshal Ney, Leading the French Cavalry Charge –                      
The Battle of Waterloo, Painting by Louis Dumoulin, 1912 
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Napoleon surrendered a month later.  The Allies exiled 

Napoleon to St. Helena – a remote, south Atlantic island of 85 

square miles.  The English East India Company had a supply 

station there, run by 4,200 (mostly English) settlers.  Napoleon and 

26 accompanying friends were supervised by the English governor.  

Napoleon dictated a lengthy, self-serving memoire.  In 1823, 

Emmanuel de Las Cases published it as Le Mémorial de Sainte 

Hélène in four volumes, and it became the greatest best-seller of 

the 19th century.  Napoleon died from stomach cancer in May 

1821.  His remains were interred in Les Invalides in Paris in 1840. 
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Napoleon_sainthelene.jpg> 

Napoleon on Remote St. Helena (1815-1821) –                                  
Painting by Frantisek Xaver Sandmann, c. 1820  

Legacy.  Napoleon rejected both Bourbon absolutism and 

Revolutionary radicalism.  His political reforms stressed the 

importance of meritocracy, religious tolerance, and secondary 

education.  That centrist strategy survived in France for two 

centuries.  The Napoleonic Code, emphasizing equality before the 

law and property rights, continues to be the legal basis in France 

and forty other countries. 
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Code_Civil_1804.png> 

First Page of the Napoleonic Code (1804) –                                 
Napoleon’s Legacy to 40 Countries 

A less admirable Napoleonic legacy was France’s Second 

Republic (1848-1871).  Napoleon’s nephew, Louis-Napoleon 

Bonaparte, was elected President after the Revolution of 1848, 

became dictator in 1851, and held a plebiscite to be named 

Emperor Napoleon III in 1852.  He rode a wave of global 

prosperity in the 1850s and 1860s, but was ousted after losing the 
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Franco-Prussian War (1870-1871).  Prussia had an army twice as 

large as France’s, superior military tactics, and better organization.  

It routed Napoleon III and claimed Alsace and Lorraine. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Franz_Xaver_Winterhalter_Napoleon_III.jpg

> 

Emperor Napoleon III, Reigned 1852-1870 –                                
Portrait by Franz Xaver Winterhalter, 1855 

Emperor Napoleon I’s focus on Europe caused France to lag 

behind Britain in the 19th-century race for global expansion.  

Britain began its Industrial Revolution in the 1780s, well ahead of 
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France, and sought colonial export markets and raw materials.  By 

1900, one- fourth of the world’s land and people were in the 

British Empire, centered on India, Australia, Canada, and Eastern 

and Southern Africa.  The much smaller French Empire 

encompassed Indochina, North and West Africa, and Madagascar. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:British_and_French_empires_1920.png> 

Unequal European Imperialism –                                                           
The British (Red) and French (Blue) Empires in 1920 

The Congress of Vienna (1815), following Napoleon’s final 

defeat, resulted in a monarchist balance-of-power in Europe, which 

lasted for a century.  That balance broke down into two entangling 
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alliances – the Triple Entente (Britain, France, and Russia) versus 

the Central Powers (Germany and Austria-Hungary) – and 

precipitated World War I. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Europe_1815_map_en.png> 

Europe in 1815, After Napoleon’s Defeat and the Settlements in 
the Treaty of Paris (1814) and the Congress of Vienna (1815) –            

France Was Reduced to Its 1789 Borders (Purple Area) 
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Roman Spain (3rd century BCE-5th century CE)  

Settlement and Roman Conquest.  Between the 17th and 3rd 

centuries BCE, the Iberian Peninsula was settled by Iberians (from 

North Africa), Celts (Central Europe), and Phoenicians (Levant).   

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ethnographic_Iberia_200_BCE.PNG> 

 
Ethnographic Iberia, c. 200 BCE – Iberians (Green),                   

Celts (Light and Dark Blue), and Carthaginians (Yellow) 
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Starting about 1600 BCE, people, later known as Iberians, 

migrated from northern Africa to Spain.  The Iberians were 

agriculturalists who lived in urban settlements.  A millennium 

later, a wave of Celtic migrants from central Europe settled the 

northern and western parts of the Iberian Peninsula.  They brought 

iron-working and settled in castros, fortified hill-top villages.  The 

Celts intermarried with the Iberians, formed a fused culture called 

Celtiberian, and practiced agriculture and metallurgy. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Castro_en_santa_trega.jpg> 

 
Celtic Castro, Santa Tegra – A Guarda, Galicia, Spain 
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From the 8th century BCE, a third group of migrants, the 

Phoenicians, settled the Mediterranean and Atlantic coastal regions 

of Iberia.  The Phoenicians were Semitic-speaking entrepreneurs 

from the Levant (modern Lebanon and Israel) who established a 

network of trading settlements in North Africa, Sicily, and Iberia, 

centered on Carthage (modern Tunis).  From Iberia, they exported 

silver, copper, tin, and gold in return for Levantine pottery, arms, 

and wine. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:PhoenicianTrade.png> 

 
The Phoenician Expansion, 11th-2nd centuries BCE –        

Established Trading Colonies in North Africa, Sicily, and Iberia 
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A rival empire, Rome, defeated Carthage in the 1st Punic War 

(264-241 BCE) and claimed Sicily and Sardinia – causing the 

Carthaginians to expand their reach in Iberia.  After Rome again 

defeated Carthage in the 2nd Punic War (218-201 BCE), the 

expanding Roman Empire claimed all of Iberia.  Rome quickly 

controlled southern Iberia, but had difficulty overcoming the 

Lusitanians – Celtiberians in the west.  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Iberian_Peninsula_in_125-en.svg> 

 
Iberia Under Roman Rule (Hispania), c. 125 CE –                            

Tarraconensis,. Baetica, and Lusitania 
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After Emperor Augustus ended Lusitanian resistance in 19 

BCE, all of Iberia fell under Roman rule.  Augustus divided 

Roman Hispania into three provinces – Lusitania, Baetica, and 

Tarraconensis.  Initially, Roman administration tolerated local 

languages, laws, and customs.  But gradually Iberia was 

Romanized with the introduction of Roman roads and cities and 

the increasing use of Latin. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Roman_Empire_Trajan_117AD.png> 

 
The Roman Empire At Its Peak, 117 CE –                            

Population About 60 Million 
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Sources of Wealth – Foreign Conquest.  The Roman 

Empire grew between the 3rd century BCE and the 2nd century CE 

until the Mediterranean Sea became a Roman lake.  Initially, Rome 

expanded to defeat its foreign enemies and control its natural 

frontiers.  Then, Rome settled former soldiers in provincial 

colonies to develop an agricultural tax base. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hadrian%27s_villa_near_Tivoli_366.JPG> 

 
Emperor Hadrian’s Villa On 200 Acres Near Tivoli –                                                                 

The Rich Benefited Most from Roman Conquest 
 

Imperial Rome followed three different models in governing, 

developing, and taxing its new territories.  In the eastern 
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Mediterranean, Rome sought to pacify the areas formerly ruled by 

Hellenes, preserve the advanced Greek culture, rule indirectly 

through existing local governments, and tax enough to pay 

provincial expenses (including Roman troops) and to provide 

modest transfers to Rome.    

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Roman_Theatre_in_Bosra.jpg> 

 
Rome Pacified the Greek East – Roman Theater In Bosra, Syria  

In the western Mediterranean and northern Africa (except 

Egypt), Rome’s strategy was to settle Roman ex-soldiers, introduce 

Roman culture and direct Roman rule, invest in irrigation to 
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expand agriculture, and tax agriculture heavily to provide food and 

revenues for Rome and Italy.   

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pont_du_Gard_BLS.jpg> 

 
Rome Developed and Taxed the West –                                                              

Pont du Gard, Roman Aqueduct Near Nimes, Provence, France 
 

In Egypt, Rome preserved the Egyptian culture, ruled the 

province as an imperial reserve, introduced improved water wheels 

and threshers to enhance agricultural productivity, and taxed Nile 

agriculture heavily to transfer wheat and funds to Rome. 
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Trajan_on_the_Roman_Mammisi_at_Dender

a,_Egypt.jpg> 
 

Rome Invested In and Heavily Taxed Egypt – Emperor Trajan 
Making Offerings To Egyptian Gods, Dendera Temple, Egypt                           

 
The goals of Roman conquest in Iberia were to exploit the 

peninsula’s rich metal resources (copper, tin, silver, and gold) and 

to develop Iberian agriculture and thereby to expand tax 

collections and transfer food (especially olive oil, wine, and garum 

(fish paste) to Rome.  Iberia became one of the richest parts of the 

Roman Empire. 
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Europe_180ad_roman_trade_map.png> 

 
Roman Trade Routes and Ports, 180 CE –                                  

Iberia (Hispania) Supplied Rome with Olive Oil, Wine, and Garum 
 

Sources of Wealth – Agriculture.  Agriculture, producing 

cereals, olives, grapes, and animals, was the main source of wealth 

in the Roman Empire.  Most farms were small, and even the larger 

farms consisted of many fragmented plots.  Much of the 

agricultural land in Roman Hispania – and throughout the empire – 

was farmed by private owner-operators, mostly smallholders but 

including some larger farmers.  Tenant farmers provided labor on 
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the aristocratic large estates and on the vast imperial land-holdings, 

confiscated when Rome annexed new provinces.  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:M%C3%A4hmaschine.jpg> 

 
Harvesting in Roman Agriculture –                                                  

Bas Relief On Wall in Buzanoi, Belgium  
 

Agricultural profitability arose from intensification (greater 

labor use and shorter fallow periods) and specialization (the 

introduction of cash crops and better crop combinations).  The 

Romans did not expand agriculture much by introducing better 

agricultural technologies or new crops.  Most agricultural 

expansion – of wheat (in Africa, Egypt, Gaul, and Britain), olives 
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(in Africa and Iberia), and vineyards (in Gaul and Iberia) – 

occurred in the newly developed west (and in Egypt), not in the 

previously settled east.  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Western_Roman_Empire_395_Tribes.png> 

 
Agricultural Wealth –                                                                 

Concentrated in the Western Roman Empire 
 

Iberia’s principal agricultural exports to Rome were olive oil, 

wine, and fish paste (garum).   The colonization of the western 

provinces, including Iberia, with former Roman soldiers 
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transferred manpower, skills, and capital to newly opened lands.  

Public investments in irrigation and transportation encouraged 

greater agricultural production.  Agricultural taxation consisted of 

land taxes and head taxes that amounted to one-tenth to one-fifth 

of the value of farm production.  Those taxes transferred most 

agricultural surpluses from smallholders and tenants and left many 

of them in dire poverty.  Agriculture thus produced vast wealth for 

Rome’s aristocracy but not for many of the empire’s farmers.  

 
 

Source:   Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ancient_Rome_(cropped).JPG> 

 
Upper Class Roman Citizens –                                                

Portrayed By Albert Kretschmer, Royal Court Theatre, Berlin  
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Contrasts in Food Patterns.  Wide income disparities 

existed in Roman Hispania, as in the rest of the Roman Empire.  

Most rural and urban residents were very poor and subsisted on a 

meager diet.  Many poor farmers and plebeians were aware of the 

extravagant consumption of the rich aristocracy.  As the income 

inequalities widened in the 2nd and 3rd centuries, the rural poor 

increasingly resented the heavy agricultural tax burden that funded 

aristocratic extravagance. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:0_Sarcophage_d%27Acilia_-

_Pal._Massimo_alle_Terme.JPG> 
 

Roman Senators, 3rd century CE –                                            
Effective Bureaucracy For Tax Collection 
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Poor consumers obtained their food energy mostly from 

starch in cereals and protein mainly from pulses, and they drank 

vinegary, cheap wine.  They consumed emmer wheat and barley as 

porridge, durum wheat as flat-cakes, and, rarely, soft wheat as 

bread.  The poor made soups of pulses – lentils, chickpeas, broad 

beans, and peas.  Sometimes they were able to diversify their diets 

with cheese, figs, or grapes and, at festivals, fish or meat.  But 

heavy taxation kept the poor at near subsistence levels. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wheat_close-up.JPG> 

 
Bread Wheat (Triticum aestivum) –                                                

Food Staple of the Poor in Hispania, Consumed as Porridge 
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In contrast, the Roman elite – government officials, 

landowners, and merchants – had a diversified and high caloric 

diet.  Their cereal consumption was mostly wheat bread and cakes 

sweetened with honey.  The rich ate large amounts of meat (beef, 

lamb, and pork), fish, and shellfish, but little pulses in soups.  They 

used dill, mint, thyme, and imported pepper in meat sauces and 

enjoyed a variety of fruits (figs, grapes, apples, pears, and olives) 

and vegetables (lettuce, onions, celery, and cabbage).  The rich 

drank quality wines, but they avoided beer.  The best wine was 

Falernian from Campania.   

This contrast in food consumption patterns illustrates the 

growing societal pressures in the Roman Empire.  The rich became 

complaisant while the poor were resentful.  Neither group saw 

defense of the empire as a high priority.  
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Source:   Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pompejanischer_Maler_um_70_001.jpg> 

 
Elite Food in the Roman Empire –                                              

Still-life Painting, Pompeii, c. 70 CE   
 

Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire.  The Roman 

Empire began to decline in the mid-3rd century, divided in half in 

the late 4th century, and the western part, centered in Rome, 

splintered and fell in the 5th century.  Edward Gibbon, the 18th-

century British historian, argued that the loss of individual liberty 

eroded the Romans’ will to resist invasion and that the pax 

Romana led to military indiscipline.  Those influences were parts 

of a larger process of internal decay and foreign invasion.  
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Roma06(js).jpg> 

 
Bread and Circuses in the Roman Empire –                                     

The Colosseum (Flavian Amphitheater), Built in 80 CE 
 

Internal decay resulted from extravagant aristocratic 

spending and the over-taxing of provincial agriculture.  Poor 

farmers resented the rising income inequality.  Economic 

disparities created social unrest.  Tight central political control 

might have staved off those growing pressures, but Rome 

experienced political instability.  Provincial military commanders 

vied for central leadership and caused imperial succession crises.  
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Political instability was coupled with a loss of military strength.  

To keep their estates operating, aristocrats substituted cash for 

troops, exacerbating military manpower shortages.  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pompeii_family_feast_painting_Naples.jpg> 
 

An Elite Roman Family’s Meal, Pompeii, 1st century CE –               
Tax Breaks for the Rich Led to Political Instability 

 
Rome thus became ripe for foreign invasion.  Barbarian 

invaders from northern Europe took advantage of Roman military 

weakness, inflicted large losses on Roman armies, and 

dismembered the Empire.  Roman rule in Iberia ended in 409, 
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when three tribes from northern Europe – the Vandals, Suevi, and 

Alans – conquered Iberia.  In a desperate attempt to regain power, 

Rome invited the Visigoths, a Germanic group who had taken over 

Gaul, to invade Iberia in 456.  The Visigoths defeated the earlier 

invaders and established a ruling elite, although they comprised 

less than one-tenth of Iberia’s population of four million. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Visigothic_Kingdom.png> 

 
The Visigothic Kingdom (Orange Areas) At Its Peak, c. 500  
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Islamic Spain (Al-Andalus, 711-1492) 

Islamic Conquest of Iberia.  Following the death of the 

Prophet Muhammad in 632, a Muslim-Arab diaspora erupted out 

of Arabia and spread across North Africa by the end of the 7th 

century.  In 711, the Muslim jihad continued into Iberia.  Tariq ibn 

Ziyad led 40,000 Muslim warriors across the narrow Strait of 

Gibraltar (“the mountain of Tariq”) into southern Spain.   

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Map_of_expansion_of_Caliphate.svg> 

 
The Muslim Arab Diaspora –                                                

622-632 (Dark Red), 632-661 (Light Red), 661-750 (Yellow) 
 

Soon thereafter, the Muslim Governor of North Africa, Musa 

ibn Nusayr, led a second force into the Iberian Peninsula.  The 
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Muslim army was made up mainly of Berbers from Morocco, but 

contained also Arabs, Syrians, and Egyptians.  The disparate 

Muslim force quarreled over the spoils from the invasion and 

engaged in conflicts over the distribution of conquered land.  At 

the crucial Battle of Guadalete in 712, Tariq led his army to victory 

over the Visigothic king, Roderic, who died in battle.  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:El_rey_Don_Rodrigo_arengando_a_sus_trop

as_en_la_batalla_de_Guadalete_(Museo_del_Prado).jpg> 
 

King Roderic and His Troops at the Battle of Guadalete (1712) – 
Painting by Bernardo Blanco y Perez, 1871, Prado Museum 

 
Iberia was vulnerable to invasion.  Roderic had gained the 

kingship after a vicious succession struggle in 711, and his noble 
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ranks were thin and quickly depleted in battle.  The Hispano-

Roman population (90 percent of the total) was neutral in the 

conflict with the invading Muslims, and the important Jewish 

minority preferred Muslim to Christian rule.   

By 720, the Muslims had taken over all of Iberia, except the 

north and northeast.  They annihilated the Visigothic nobles in 

battle and captured their capital, Toledo, in 712.   

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Map_Iberian_Peninsula_750-en.svg> 

 
The Umayyad Caliphate At Its Greatest Extent, c. 750 
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The Muslim invaders forced many Iberian cities to surrender 

without fighting.  If cities chose to fight and then lost, their men 

were killed and their women and children enslaved.  The rapid 

conquest was aided by the highly developed system of Roman-

Visigothic roads and communications, and the victors adapted 

existing Romanic governmental institutions for Muslim rule. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at  
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Roman_Aqueduct_Segovia_night_2012_Spai

n.jpg> 
 

Roman Aqueduct – Segovia, al-Andalus 

Political Evolution in al-Andalus.  Following a half century 

of rule by small Muslim emirates, the Umayyad Caliphate of 

Córdoba was established in 756.  The new caliphate gradually 
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assumed sovereignty over all of al-Andalus – Moorish Iberia.  At 

its peak in the 10th century, the Córdoba caliphate was the richest, 

most powerful, and best governed state in the Western world.   

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_Emirate_of_C%C3%B3rdoba.svg> 

 
Emirate of Córdoba, 10th century –                                           
Richest State in the Western World 

 
But succession struggles and invasions by Christian and 

Berber armies brought a sudden break-up (fitna) of the caliphate in 

1031.  Thereafter, al-Andalus splintered into three dozen small 
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statelets (taifas).  A half dozen of those taifas became prominent, 

and Seville emerged as the strongest taifa and the successor to 

Córdoba as the leading city of al-Andalus. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Reinos_de_Taifas_1080.png> 

 
Islamic Taifa Kingdoms, c. 1080 

In the late eleventh century, some of the taifas sought 

military assistance from the Almoravids, a revivalist Islamic group 

of Berber camel breeders who were ruling Morocco.  The 
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Almoravids asserted control of al-Andalus in 1103, but lost their 

religious zeal and became decadent governors.   

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Djemaa_el_Fna.jpg> 

 
Jemaa el-Fnaa, Main Square In Modern Marrakech, Morocco –                         

Former Almoravid Capital (1062-1147)  
 

The Almohads, an even more puritanical Islamic sect, 

defeated the Almoravids and created a new Berber empire in 

Morocco.  The Almohads invaded al-Andalus in 1146, displaced 

Almoravid hegemony there, and ruled Islamic Iberia from their 

capital at Marrakech in Morocco.  For half a century, the 

Almohads dominated the Christian kingdoms from northern Iberia.  
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But the Christians gained the upper hand in the thirteenth century 

and ended Almohad rule in 1236. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Almohad_Expansion.png> 

 
Expansion of the Almohad Empire, 1152-1203 –                       

Northward Into Iberia, Eastward Through Tunisia 
 

The small Emirate of Granada, in southeastern Spain, 

remained under Muslim rule from 1237 until 1492, when 

Ferdinand and Isabella of Aragon-Castile finally conquered it.  

Granada survived as a vassal of Castile and paid half of its 

revenues to its more powerful northern neighbor. 
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Dawn_Charles_V_Palace_Alhambra_Grana

da_Andalusia_Spain.jpg> 
 

The Alhambra, Fortified Palace-city – Kingdom of Granada  

Islamic Wealth and Legacy.  Muslim agriculturalists in 

Iberia developed sophisticated irrigation systems, intensified 

cropping rotations and use of farm labor, advanced scientific 

knowledge of soil structure, moisture, and temperature, and 

introduced new crops – durum wheat, sorghum, rice, sugar cane, 

several citrus fruits, bananas, coconut palms, watermelon, spinach, 

artichokes, taro, eggplant, and mangoes.  This “Medieval Green 
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Revolution” led to a steady expansion of food supplies, agricultural 

trade, population, urbanization, and the standard of living.   

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_Albolafia_Water_Mill_(10823918983).jp

g> 
 

The Islamic Medieval Green Revolution, 10th-12th centuries – 
Albolafia Water Wheel and Roman Bridge, Cordoba, Spain 

 
Iberian manufacturing centers supplied high-quality iron and 

brass as well as mineral ores, especially cinnabar (for mercury).  

Iberia produced a rich array of artisanal goods, such as woolen, 

linen, and silk textiles, leather goods, carpets, glass, ceramics, and 

jewelry.  Al-Andalus traded with North Africa, and the Middle 
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East.  Iberia exported textiles, mercury, olive oil, dried figs, and 

salt and imported dates, almonds, salted tuna, rice, and spices. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Oliven_V1.jpg> 

 
Olive Oil –                                                                                     

Major Export from Spain, Eight Centuries Ago and Today 
 

Rulers imposed a strict system of taxes on imports and 

exports of commodities moving through al-Andalus.  Citizens were 

subject only to a poll-tax, levied on Christians and Jews, and a tax 

on cultivable land based on productivity, paid by all land-owners.  

The Islamic rulers were generous patrons of religion, science, and 
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the arts.  Architects developed a unique style of Moorish design 

and built monumental religious centers.   

Islamic scholars in Iberia made significant advances and 

discoveries in mathematics, medicine, astronomy, physics, 

chemistry, botany, geography, history, philosophy, and 

jurisprudence.  Muslim mathematicians wrote the first texts on 

algebra and trigonometry and were the first to solve quadratic and 

cubic equations. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mosque_of_Cordoba.jpg> 

 
Interior of the Great Mosque at Cordoba, Constructed Prior To 

the Moroccan Invasion of Spain –                                           
Illustrates Muslim Spanish Wealth and Creativity 
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Contrasting Food Patterns.  The principal elements of the 

diet of the poor in al-Andalus were wheat or barley, olive oil, milk, 

wine, dates, figs, and salt.  The staple that has come to typify the 

food of this region is couscous, which can refer to various kinds of 

cracked grain but usually denotes unground semolina of durum 

wheat.  For the poor, gruel was the mainstay of the diet, including 

harisa (wheat gruel with butter and spices), tharida (bread soup), 

and asida (semolina porridge, garnished with butter and honey).  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cuscus.jpg> 

 
Couscous Served with Vegetables, Chickpeas, and Partridge Eggs 

– Couscous is Made from Unground Durum Wheat 
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The nobility and merchants in al-Andalus enjoyed a more 

diverse and higher-calorie diet.  The rich ate large quantities of 

meat – mostly lamb or mutton, but also poultry, beef, and game 

birds.  The Arabs introduced puff pastry and herbs, spices, and 

seasonings.  One example is endoring, the coloring or coating of 

food – saffron for yellow, alkanet for red, and various garnishes 

such as pistachios, parsley, and spinach for green.  Arab influences 

adorned the basic gruel and porridge dishes with various sauces 

and garnishes, still recognizable in the fish stews and soups of 

modern Andalusian cuisine. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rainbow_of_food_natural_food_colors.jpg> 

 
A Rainbow of Natural Food Colors –                                              
Used in Arab Cuisine for Endoring 
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The many dishes based on legumes – chickpeas, fava beans, 

and peas – are also attributable to the Arabs, who adapted those 

crops from the Fertile Crescent package.  The introduction of citrus 

fruits by the Arabs brought juices, such as lemonade.  The Iberian 

Peninsula continued to produce wine, and some wine was 

consumed by rich and poor Muslims.  The Arabs introduced 

numerous foods to Iberia – rice (originally domesticated in China), 

sugar (New Guinea), eggplant (Persia), spinach (India), and 

artichokes (North Africa).  They also introduced new techniques 

for cooking (clay pots, skewers, radaf warming pans) and 

preserving food (in vinegar or sugar syrup).  
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Brasero.jpg> 

 
Spanish Brasero (Warming Pan) –                                            
Adapted from the Moorish Radaf 

 
Christian Re-conquest of Iberia.  The Christian re-conquest 

(Reconquista) of Spain and Portugal occurred intermittently during 

the five centuries of Muslim rule.  Contrary to popular myth, it did 

not occur mainly because of crusading Christian desires to free 

Europe from Muslim rule.  Instead, the re-conquest of Iberia was a 

gradual southward push of small, new Christian kingdoms – León, 

Castile, Aragon, Catalonia, and Portugal – that needed more land 

for agriculture, wanted to buy-off noble supporters, and claimed a 
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right to Iberian lands through Visigothic inheritance.  The advance 

into central Iberia was through a sparsely-populated frontier zone. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Almohad1200.png> 

 
The Moroccan Almohads Versus the Five Iberian Christian 

Kingdoms, c. 1200 – Portugal, Leon, Castile, Navarre, and Aragon  
 

The first Muslim city taken by the Christian kingdoms was 

Toledo in 1085.  The Christian kings kept control of the conquered 

cities and granted most agricultural land to military orders.  The re-

conquest was rolled back during the rule of the Almoravids (1103-
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1146) and the Almohads (1146-1236).  Christian advances were 

vulnerable because they had insufficiently re-settled conquered 

areas.  The turning point was the Christian victory at Las Navas de 

Tolosa in 1212, which paved the way for Castilian takeovers of 

Córdoba (1236) and Seville (1248). 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Battle_of_las_navas_de_tolosa.jpg> 

 
Spanish Christian Kingdoms Defeated Almohad Morocco In the 

Battle of Las Navas de Tolosa –                                                       
19th-century Painting By Francisco de Paula Van Halen 

 
By 1250, Muslim control was limited to Granada, a small 

emirate in southern Iberia, which paid annual tribute to Castile.  In 
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the mid-14th century, the Iberian kingdoms (like the rest of Europe) 

were devastated by the Black Death.  The devastating bubonic 

plague killed one-third of the Spanish and Portuguese populations.  

Isabella (of Castile) and Ferdinand (of Aragon) married in 1469 

and united their kingdoms in 1479.  They laid siege to Granada and 

finally conquered it in 1492, completing the re-conquest and 

ending Muslim control in Iberia. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
< https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pt-Reconquista2.jpg> 

 
Christian Reconquest of Iberia, 914-1492 
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Imperial Spain (16th century) 

Preconditions for Empire.  Spain’s imperial expansion 

drew on a rich mercantile tradition, notably Aragon-Catalonia’s 

commercial and colonial efforts in North Africa and the Levant.  

Aragon-Catalonia long looked to the Mediterranean for trade 

opportunities, and Barcelona emerged as a great port city.  Spanish 

commercial efforts encouraged advances in map-making and 

shipbuilding, and Atlantic fishing activities of Spain’s northern 

cities generated valuable experience in deep-sea navigation.  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Portuguese_Caravel.jpg> 

 
Portuguese Caravel Ship, 15th-century Innovation –                        

Led to the European Age of Exploration and Imperialism 
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Portugal also enjoyed a strong mercantile tradition.  In 

addition to contributing navigational knowledge and shipbuilding 

technology, Portugal’s efforts spurred Castile to seek overseas 

territories because of the intense rivalry that persisted between 

those two nations.  Portugal introduced the convoy system that 

came to be used to conduct trade between Spain and its colonies. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Portuguese_discoveries_and_explorationsV2

en.png> 
 

Portuguese Exploration and Settlement (Green), 1415-1543  
 

Spain’s drive to expand was closely related to its crusading 

tradition and the monarchs’ desire to spread the Catholic faith.  

The Reconquista, culminating in the defeat of the Moorish 
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kingdom of Granada in 1492, provided a model for managing the 

relationship between the Crown, newly “liberated” territories, and 

the private parties that contributed resources to the effort.  Spanish 

expansion further was made possible by the presence of a social 

class willing to take risks. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:La_Rendici%C3%B3n_de_Granada_-

_Pradilla.jpg 
 

Capitulation of Granada (1492) – Granada Sultan Muhammad XII 
Surrenders to Spanish King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella 

  
The conquistadores came predominantly from Castile, 

because the overseas territories were Castilian, not Spanish, 

possessions.  Because Castilian inheritance customs favored oldest 
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sons, younger sons from noble families relied on overseas 

adventure to earn their fame and fortune.  Relatively static social 

hierarchies and limited opportunities for social or financial 

advancement encouraged men of noble descent but limited 

resources to join the forces of the conquistadores. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Retrato_de_Hern%C3%A1n_Cort%C3%A9s.

jpg> 
 

Hernán Cortés, Conqueror of the Aztec Empire of Mexico – 
Spanish Conquistador from Medillin, Castile, Spain 

 
Political Evolution and Imperial Administration.  After 

the union of the crowns of Aragon and Castile in 1479, Ferdinand 

and Isabella sponsored overseas exploration.   
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_return_of_Columbus_in_Spain,_1493.jp

g> 
 

Ferdinand and Isabella Welcoming Christopher Columbus On His 
Return to Spain in 1493 – Painting by Ricardo Balaca, 1874 

 
In 1516, Charles V inherited the Spanish territories and the 

Habsburg Empire, creating the largest political unit in Europe, 

augmented by a growing colonial empire.  Spain became part of 

the Habsburg Empire.  Charles engaged in imperial adventurism, 

he ruled primarily from Flanders, and his absenteeism left 

Spaniards disgruntled.  The kingdom of his son, Philip II (who 

came into power in 1556), comprised a broad collection of 

territories – Iberia, the Low Countries, and the American colonies.  
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Under Philip, Spain developed a bureaucratic structure to manage 

its many territories. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Charles_I_and_V_empire.png> 

 
Habsburg Empire of Charles V and Phillip II, 1516-1598 – Castile 
(Blue), Aragon (Orange), Burgundy (Purple), and Austria (Green) 

 
The private sector played a key role in the acquisition of 

Spain’s colonial empire.  Wealthy entrepreneurs financed the 

state’s expeditions.  The capitulación contracts specified the spoils 

they could claim.  However, the ultimate legal authority of any 
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expedition rested with the Crown.  Acquired lands became royal 

property to be distributed among individuals as rewards.  Among 

the conquistadores, a formal agreement specified the division of 

spoils based on rank and status. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Portrait_of_Francisco_Pizarro.jpg> 

 
Francisco Pizarro, Spanish Conquistador and Conqueror of the 
Inca Empire of Peru – Portrait by Amable-Paul Coultan, 1835 

 
Officially, indigenous peoples kept rights over their own 

lands whereas other land and sub-soil resources went to the Crown.  

The encomienda system developed ostensibly as a vehicle for 

introducing Indians to the Catholic faith and European civilization, 
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but served as a mechanism for supplying forced labor to the 

conquistadores’ new estates.  The encomendero accepted the 

obligation to protect and instruct Indians placed in his care, in 

return for which he received their labor services.  That system 

generated much abuse, at times degenerating into virtual slavery.  

 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Encomienda_en_el_Tucum%C3%A1n.jpg> 

 
Encomienda System in Tucumán, Colonial Peru –                    

Painting by Florián Paucke, 18th century  
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Imperial Wealth.  The Crown imposed a mercantilist system 

to transfer resources from the colonies to the home economy.  In 

1503, the Casa de Contratacion (House of Trade) was set up in 

Seville to manage all trade with the Americas, and the crown 

prohibited trade between the New World and other countries.  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cathedral_and_Archivo_de_Indias_-

_Seville.jpg> 
 

Casa de Contratacion (House of Trade), Operated 1503-1790 – 
Records Are Archived in the Archive of the Indies, Seville 

 
The transportation of goods was organized into great convoys 

(flotas) of sixty to more than a hundred ships.  Two such fleets 

sailed annually – one, the Flota, to Vera Cruz on the Gulf of 
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Mexico, and the other, the Galeones, to Cartagena and the 

Panamanian Isthmus.  The fleets joined together for the return trip, 

leaving from Havana.  The convoy system provided maximum 

protection for the silver fleet against pirates and hostile countries.  

In addition, the system facilitated the levying of taxes and reduced 

the number of skilled pilots needed for the trans-Atlantic voyages. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:16th_century_Portuguese_Spanish_trade_rou

tes.png> 
 

Spanish (White) and Portuguese (Blue) Convoy Routes in the 16th 
century – Spanish Ships Crossed from Seville to Havana 
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Between 1503 and 1660, 16,000 tons of silver entered Seville 

from the New World, tripling the European stock of silver, and 

about 185 tons of gold were imported, raising European gold 

stocks by 20 percent.  Most silver was produced in the Potosí 

mines in southern Peru, especially after 1560 when new techniques 

of refining silver were developed using Spanish mercury.   

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Miners_at_Work_Potosi_(pixinn.net).jpg> 

 
Miners Working at the Cerro Rico Silver Mine, Potosi, Bolivia – 

Source of 60 Percent of the World’s Silver in the Late 16th century 
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The Crown received about 40 percent of the precious metals 

shipped from the colonies to Seville.  But the Crown’s major tax-

base remained Castile, generating revenue from customs duties, 

levies on sheep and cattle, a tax on textile industries, and the 

alcabala or sales tax.  In the agricultural sector, demand from the 

colonies encouraged vine and olive cultivation as well as grain 

production.  The American share of crown revenue never 

amounted to more than a quarter.  The expenses of imperial 

adventurism repeatedly threatened the Crown with bankruptcy. 
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Spanish_Empire_Anachronous_0.PNG> 

 
The  Spanish American Empire (Red Areas), 18th century 

New World Food and Drink in Spain.  In the 16th century, 

the food pattern of the poor in Spain – 95 percent of the population 

– continued to rely on starches for calories and pulses for protein.  

The poor consumed inexpensive cereals (barley, millet, and durum 
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wheat) in the form of gruel and unleavened hardtack biscuits 

(bizcocho).  They supplemented their diets with soups (cabbage), 

pulses (chickpeas), salted meats (pork, beef), and vinegar.  The 

poor cooked with lard and consumed cheap, home-made wines.  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Diego_Velazquez_-
_An_Old_Woman_Cooking_Eggs_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg> 

 
Old Woman Frying Eggs (The Old Cook) –                                  

Painting by Diego Velázquez, 1618, Scottish National Gallery 
 

In stark contrast, the rich (royals, nobles, and merchants) 

consumed huge quantities of meat (pork, beef, and lamb), poultry, 

game, seafood, and fish – prepared with sauces, spices, and 

condiments.  They enjoyed wheat bread, puff pastries, and rice and 
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an array of lavish fruits, and they chose from among a variety of 

local and imported wines.   

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cochinillo_asado-Madrid.jpg> 

 
Roast Suckling Pig (Cochinillo Asado) –                                                                

Preferred Meat for the Elite in 16th-century Spain 
 

Spanish food patterns changed after a new array of foods 

from the New World was introduced to Spain, and, through Spain, 

to all of Europe.  Christopher Columbus brought sweet potatoes, 

hot and sweet capsicum peppers, and allspice from the Caribbean 

region.  As the conquest of the Americas proceeded, the 

conquistadores in Mexico encountered additional foodstuffs, 

introducing to Spain such currently ubiquitous foods as maize, the 
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tomato, zucchini, and vanilla.  The Andean region also offered 

potatoes, new varieties of legumes such as green and white beans 

(Phaseolus vulgaria), avocados, and peanuts.  Spain also obtained 

from the Americas a new beverage, made from cocoa beans and 

discovered by Cortés among the Aztecs.  The Spanish adopted 

most New World foods quickly, but the diffusion of two key crops 

lagged.  Tomatoes became widespread only in the 18th century, 

whereas potatoes were not widely used until the early 19th century. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Patates.jpg> 

 
Potatoes Were Brought to Spain from Peru –                                  

But Were Used Widely Only by the Early 19th century 
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Decline of Imperial Spain.  The Spanish empire went into 

decline at the end of the 16th century.  The Great Spanish Armada, 

built at enormous expense, suffered a humiliating defeat at the 

hands of the English in 1588.  Spain lost half its ships and three-

quarters of its sailors.  That defeat made clear that Spain would 

have to accommodate the rise of Protestantism and recognize the 

growing strength of England and Holland.  Spain’s bankruptcy of 

1596 symbolized its failed foreign policy.  Vast resources had been 

squandered in futile wars against France and England and in failed 

suppression of rebellion in the Spanish Netherlands.  The Spanish 

Habsburgs spent New World silver and gold to fight lengthy wars 

and service foreign debt. 
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
>https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Spanish_Armada.jpg> 

 
English Defeat of the Spanish Armada, August 8, 1588 –       

Painting by Philip James de Loutherberg.1796,                       
National Maritime Museum, London 

 
Spain lost its monopoly control in the Caribbean to the 

Dutch, English, and French, and Spain’s colonies grew less reliant 

on Spanish goods as they developed their own wine, grain, and 

textile industries.  Harvest failures in Andalusia sent food prices 

soaring.  In a series of epidemics between 1597 and 1602, Spain 

lost 500,000 victims to the bubonic plague.  Spain’s eroding ability 
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to protect its textile industry left the sector vulnerable to higher 

quality, lower priced imports. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Spanish_Caribbean_Islands_in_the_America

n_Viceroyalties_1600.png> 
 

Spain Lost Its Caribbean Monopoly by 1600 – Britain, France, and 
the Netherlands Colonized Parts of the Caribbean Region 

 
Spain had shown itself to be spectacularly successful at 

creating a large empire.  But its attempts to develop administrative 

structures to govern the empire and commercial systems to exploit 

it proved inadequate.  Spain claimed to practice mercantilism, but 

failed to develop a coherent economic policy.  The death of Philip 
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II in 1598 marked the passing of an era and the end of the Golden 

Age of Spain.  In the 17th century, Spain suffered a decline in 

population – from 8.5 million to 7 million – because of epidemics, 

out-migration, and the expulsion of 175,000 Moriscos (Muslim 

converts to Christianity). 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Spanish_Empire_Anachronous_0.PNG> 

 
Imperial Spain’s Overseas Empire – North and South America 

(Red) and the Spanish East Indies (the Philippines, Orange) 
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Modern Spain (1898-present) 

Shattering Wars (1898-1939).  Spain entered the 20th 

century with a deep sense of national humiliation.  In 1898, the 

United States declared war on Spain, ostensibly to aid Cuban 

nationalists, and inflicted severe defeats on the Spanish in Cuba 

and the Philippines.  Spain lost its remaining colonies other than 

minor ones in Africa.  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_Administration%27s_Promises_Have_B

een_Kept.jpg> 
 

McKinley-Roosevelt Campaign Poster, 1900 –                              
“US Took Foreign Soil for Humanity’s Sake” 
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During World War I (1914-1918), Spain remained neutral.  

The resultant prosperity papered over a worsening economic 

polarization in Spain.  Following seven years of military 

dictatorship (1923-1930), the Spanish people expelled their king 

and embarked on a democratic experiment.  The Republicans 

included intellectuals, liberals, Catalonian and Basque separatists, 

and radical leftists.  The Second Republic (1931-1936) had three 

governments – left-leaning (1931-1933), center-right (1933-1936), 

and a Popular Front coalition of Republicans, socialists, and 

communists (1936).  Lacking a political center, polarized Spain 

was riven by riots, strikes, and reprisals.  
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:SalvadorDali-SoftConstructionWithBeans.jpg> 

 
Salvador Dalí's Soft Construction with Boiled Beans (Premonition 

of Civil War), 1936 – Philadelphia Museum of Art 
 

A rebellion in 1936, led by General Francisco Franco, took 

control of one-third of Spain.  But the Republican government held 

Madrid, Catalonia, and the Basque country with support from the 

USSR, Mexico, and foreign volunteers.  The United States and 

Britain embargoed arms shipments to Spain, depriving the 

Republicans of critical materiel.  
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 

<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2_posters_of_the_Spanish_Civil_war.jpg> 
 
Foreign Volunteers Supported Both Sides in the Spanish Civil War 

(1936-1939)  
 

Support for Franco’s Nationalists came from the army, 

police, church, and landowners in Spain and from Mussolini’s Italy 

and Hitler’s Germany.  Franco ultimately won the brutal war in 

1939 and began a 36-year dictatorship.  About 500,000 Spaniards 

died during and after the war – 100,000 in battle, 200,000 from 

political executions and disease, and 200,000 in Franco’s prisons.  

The worst civil conflict in 20th-century Europe polarized grief in 

Spain. 
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Spanish_Civil_War,_map_November_1938.p

ng> 
 

The Spanish Civil War, November 1938 – Areas Controlled         
by the Nationalists (Blue) and by the Republicans (Red) 

 
Political Evolution (1939-present).  Francisco Franco’s 

brutal dictatorship (1939-1975) evolved through two phases – from 

autarkic totalitarianism to authoritarian pragmatism.  The 

corporatist philosophy of his Falange Party was copied from Italian 

fascism, but Franco did not rely on mass rallies.  His support came 
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from the Catholic Church and the economic elite – landowners and 

businessmen.  Franco suppressed dissent and put 300,000 

Spaniards in prison.  In the Pact of Madrid (1953), he allowed the 

United States to create four military bases in Spain.  In 1969, 

Franco anointed King Juan Carlos I (1975-2014) as his successor 

to rule Nationalist Spain. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:RETRATO_DEL_GRAL._FRANCISCO_FRA

NCO_BAHAMONDE_(adjusted_levels).jpg> 
 

Generalissimo Francisco Franco, Dictator of Spain (1939-1975) – 
Pictured in 1964 

 
After Franco died in 1975, the new king instead became the 

leader of the peaceful transition to democracy.  Juan Carlos and 
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Adolfo Suárez, a former Falangist who served as President 

(Spain’s prime minister) from 1976 to 1981, shepherded the 

democratic adoption of a new constitution in 1978, which created a 

parliamentary democracy and guaranteed civil rights. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:De_proclamatie_en_be%C3%ABdiging_van_

Prins_Juan_Carlos_tot_Koning_van_Spanje_tijdens_,_Bestanddeelnr_254-9763.jpg> 
 

King Juan Carlos I Reading His Proclamation of Spanish 
Democracy – Palacio de la Cortes, November 1975 

 
Spain buttressed its transition to democracy through 

accession to the European Union (then the European Common 

Market).  Spain applied in 1977, signed a membership treaty in 

1985, entered in 1986, and completed its transition period in 1993.  
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As Spanish economic policies were aligned to EU policies, Spain 

enjoyed rapid economic growth and political stability. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Factor%C3%ADa_de_Renault_en_Valladoli

d._Junta_de_Castilla_y_Le%C3%B3n._2018.jpg> 
 

EU Accession Spurred Spain’s Economic Growth –                   
Renault Factory in Valladolid, Spain, Pictured in 2018 

Modern Spain has had peaceful, democratic shifts in 

government – alternating between the Socialist Workers’ Party 

(center-left) and the People’s Party (center-right).  Felipe González 

(1982-1996), José Luis Rodríguez Zapatero (2004-2011), and 

Pedro Sánchez (2018-present) have led socialist governments, 
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whereas José María Aznar (1996-2004) and Mariano Rajoy (2011-

present) have served as conservative Prime Ministers.  King Felipe 

VI has been Chief of State since 2014. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pedro_S%C3%A1nchez_2021_(portrait).jpg

> 
 

Pedro Sánchez, Prime Minister of Spain, June 2018-present – 
Pictured in 2021 

 
Economic Evolution (1939-present).  During the past four 

decades, Spain experienced four periods of economic change – 

autarkic stagnation (1939-1959), an effort to prevent social change 

undesired by the ruling class at the expense of economic progress; 

pragmatic liberalism (1960-1975), a reluctant opening of markets 
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and borders under authoritarian leadership; democratic transition 

and European integration (1976-2007), a decision to underpin a 

stable, democratic system of government with market-oriented, 

economic progress; and global recession, economic contraction, 

and recovery (2008-present), a difficult time of declining property 

values, credit contraction, fiscal austerity, and high unemployment 

with economic recovery since 2014. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:PlacaUniversitat.jpg> 

 
The University of Barcelona, Founded in 1450 –                      

Spain’s Economic Success Relies on Human Capital  
 

The orientation of economic policy shifted markedly after 

1975 – from corporatism linking business to the state toward 
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market-driven capitalism backed by EU subsidies (over $250 

billion).  Meanwhile, Spain’s economy underwent major long-term 

structural changes.  In 1939, agriculture provided much of Spain’s 

income, half of its jobs, and most of its exports.  Services now 

account for 74 percent of national income (tourism is 11 percent), 

industry 23 percent, and agriculture only 3 percent, and Spain’s 

main exports are machinery and motor vehicles.   

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hotel_Puente_Romano.jpg> 

 
Hotel Puerte Romero, Marbella, Malaga Province, Spain – 

Tourism Creates 11 Percent of GDP 
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Between 1976 and 2007, Spain’s GDP grew at an annual rate 

of over 5 percent, exceeding the EU average.  But the level of GDP 

per capita (measured by the World Bank at PPP in constant 2017 

dollars) declined 10.5 percent between 2007 and 2013 and then 

recovered to achieve a 2.5 percent annual growth rate between 

2013 and 2019.  In 2019, Spain had a price-adjusted income level 

of $42,195 (91 percent of the EU average), a 98 percent literacy 

rate, and a life expectancy of 83 years.  Good performance in 

health and education improved Spain’s ranking in the UNDP’s 

Human Development Index (25th of 189 countries in 2019) relative 

to that in the World Bank’s listing of per capita incomes (32nd of 

186 countries in 2019).  
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:GDP_pc_Argentina_Mexico_Spain.svg> 

 
Comparison of GDP Per Capita, 1800-2015, in Spain (Yellow 

Line), Argentina (Blue), Mexico (Red), and Peru (Green)  
 

The Spanish economy relies on tourism (82.8 million tourists 

spent $81.3 billion in 2018) and on exports ($486.2 billion in 

2019) – of motor vehicles, machinery (including computers), 

electrical machinery, pharmaceuticals, and foodstuffs.  Spain 

benefits from good infrastructure, a well-educated workforce, and 

high Internet use (91 percent in 2019).  The rate of unemployment 
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fell from a peak of 26 percent in 2013 to 13 percent in 2020.  Spain 

ranked 30th of 190 countries in the World Bank’s Ease of Doing 

Business index (2019) and 30th of 198 countries in Transparency 

International’s Corruption Perceptions Index (2019).  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Spain_Exports_Treemap_2017.svg> 

 
Proportional Representation of Spain’s Export Earnings in 2017 –  
Main Items Were Autos, Machinery, Pharmaceuticals, and Wine 
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Food in Contemporary Spain.  From the 18th century until 

recently, the Spanish royals copied French haute cuisine, featuring 

lavish banquets and food preparation with elaborate sauces.  The 

Spanish nobles preferred simpler preparations, enormous quantities 

of meat (pork, lamb, veal), a variety of fruits (apples, pears, figs), 

almost no vegetables, and wines and hot chocolate to drink.  

Beginning in the 1960s, with rising disposable incomes and greater 

globalization, rich Spaniards adopted the nueva cocina, the new 

Spanish cuisine based on skilled preparation.  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Jamon_Iberico_paleta.jpg> 

 
The Rich in Spain Eat Lots of Meat – Jamón Ibérico de Bellota 

from Spain Sold At 39 Euros Each in 2005                                        
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The diets of the poor in Spain were strongly influenced by 

the introduction of New World foods.  For the Spanish poor, hot 

peppers (pimentón) became ubiquitous and potatoes, maize, beans, 

and tomatoes quickly became food staples.  As their incomes rose, 

especially after 1960, Spain’s poor consumed more preferred foods 

– meat (cured pork, sausage), salted fish (cod, anchovies), dairy 

products (milk, cheese), and better wines.  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pimentondelavera.JPG> 

 
The Poor in Spain Use Pimentón on Almost Everything –                

Capsicum Peppers from the New World  
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Spain has become internationally renowned for four specialty 

foods, and tourists flock to Spanish restaurants for them.  Tapas, 

snacks served with alcoholic drinks before dinner, come in three 

forms – finger foods, foods eaten with utensils, and foods served in 

sauces.  Tapas are lids that once covered food snacks in bars, when 

Islamic rules permitted alcohol to be consumed only with food.  

Paella valenciana, an exquisite preparation of rice, saffron, 

shellfish, pork, sausage, and garlic, is Spain’s signature dish. 

Gazpacho is a cold soup, originally prepared in Muslim Andalusia, 

of fresh cucumbers, tomatoes, bread, olive oil, vinegar, and cumin. 

Sangria is based on wine, along with sugar and fruits.  Sangria was 

first created in Spanish America in the 18th century. 
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 

<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:01_Paella_Valenciana_original.jpg> 
 

Paella Valenciana – A Signature Dish in Spanish Cuisine 

Controversy over Catalonian Independence.  Catalan 

nationalism began with the formation of the Latin-based Catalan 

language during the Roman occupation (3rd c. BCE-5th c. CE).  

Catalonia first became a unified political entity in the 9th century 

under Count Wilfrid (Guifré) the Hairy.  Through a dynastic 

marriage in the 12th century, Catalonia merged with Aragon and 

became part of Spain in 1479 (following the marriage of Isabella 
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of Castile and Ferdinand of Aragon).  The Catalans lost their 

autonomy in 1714, when Philip V, the first Bourbon King of Spain, 

centralized authority and banned the official use of Catalan.  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Felipe_V_de_Espa%C3%B1a,_Rey_de.jpg> 

 
Philip V, Bourbon King of Spain (1700-1746) 

The Catalan language and culture enjoyed a rebirth 

(Renaixença) in the 19th century that spurred the beginnings of 

political nationalism.  During the Second Republic (1931-1936), 

Catalonia enjoyed autonomy.  But Francisco Franco (1939-1975) 

ruled all of Spain with an iron fist and banned official use of the 
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Catalan language.  Catalonia regained its regional autonomy under 

Spain’s new constitution in 1978 (approved by 91 percent of 

Catalonian voters with a turnout of 68 percent).  In 2006, 

Catalonia’s Socialist government granted itself additional powers.  

But a Constitutional Tribunal rejected those changes in 2010.  At 

the same time, Spain was suffering the post-2008 economic crisis, 

fiscal austerity, and high unemployment.  Artur Mas, Catalonia’s 

leader (2010-2016), sought fiscal relief from Madrid in 2012, but 

Mariano Rajoy rebuffed him.  Mas then began supporting 

Catalonian separatism.  
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Artur_Mas_-_Fotografia_oficial.jpg> 

 
Artur Mas, President of the Government of Catalonia (2010-2016) 

– Switched to Separatism in 2012, Retired in 2018 
 

In light of the perceived unfairness in Madrid, the economic 

hardships, and historical Catalan nationalism, Catalonian support 

for independence rose from less than 10 percent in 2000 to at least 

40 percent in 2017.  Carles Puigdemont, an ardent separatist, 

replaced Mas as Catalonia’s leader in 2016.  Catalonia’s regional 

parliament, narrowly controlled by three separatist parties, 

supported Puigdemont’s call for a referendum on Catalonian 

independence to be held on October 1, 2017.  The Rajoy 
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government in Madrid declared the referendum illegal, because 

Spain’s constitution could be changed only by a two-thirds vote of 

the Spanish parliament. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:11-06-
17_acte_pro_referendum_a_Montjuic_5359.jpg> 

 
Pro-Independence Rally in Montjuic, Catalonia, June 11, 2017 

 
In the referendum, 90 percent of those voting favored 

independence, but the turnout was only 42 percent.  The Spanish 

government then invoked Article 155 of the 1978 constitution and 

arrested many Catalonian leaders on charges of sedition and 

rebellion.  Puigdemont fled to exile in Brussels.  Thereafter, Rajoy 
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scheduled an election in Catalonia to be held in December.  

However, the three separatist parties, though winning only 48 

percent of the votes, retained their narrow majority (70 of 135 

seats) and re-elected Puigdemont.  In March 2018, Puigdemont 

chose not to return to Spain (where he would face arrest) and so 

removed himself from consideration as leader.  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Retrat_oficial_del_President_Carles_Puigde

mont_cropped.jpg> 
 

Carles Puigdemont, Separatist President of Catalonia (2016-2017) 
and Member of the European Parliament for Spain (2019–) 

  
The trial and conviction in June 2019 of twelve Catalan 

independence leaders for sedition and misuse of public funds led to 
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violent demonstrations and strikes.  The political stand-off remains 

tense and the outcome uncertain.  After the political temperature is 

lowered, the keys for a compromise are greater autonomy 

(including increased taxing and spending authority) for Catalonia 

and nominal Catalan independence within Spain. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Provinces_of_Spain.svg> 

 
Provinces of Contemporary Spain 
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Time Line for Napoleon Bonaparte 
 
1755 Corsica gained independence from Genoa – 

led by Pasquale Paoli 
 
1768 Genoa sold Corsica to France for 40 million 

francs – French exiled Paoli, took control 
 
1769-1821 lifetime of Napoleon Bonaparte – born in 

Corsica – died in St. Helena 
 
1779-1784 Napoleon studied at Brienne – mathematics, 

history, geography, languages, map-making 
 
1785 Napoleon graduated from École Militaire –  

artillery officer 
 
1789-1799 French Revolution – Napoleon supported 

overthrow of monarchy – carried out orders 
 
1793-1815 Britain paid L65 million to 30 governments 

– funded seven anti-French coalitions 
 
1793 Napoleon prevented  British takeover of port 

of Toulon – promoted to brigadier general 
 
1795 Napoleon suppressed riot of 30,000 in Paris 

– promoted to Commander of the Army 
 
1797 Napoleon elected member of the Institut de 

France – debated history, literature, religion 
 
1796-1797 Napoleon led French Army of Italy –  

conquered Piedmont – drove Austria out 
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1797 Treaty of Campo Formio –French control of 
northern Italy, Belgium, and German Rhine  

 
1798-1799 Napoleon led French invasion of Egypt – 

50,000 troops won Battle of the Pyramids 
 
1799 18 Brumaire Coup – led by Joseph Sieyès – 

abolished Directory, Elders, Five Hundred 
 
1799-1804 Napoleon, First Consul – instituted massive 

government reforms 
 
1801 Britain and the Ottoman Empire drove 

French occupying troops out of Egypt 
 
1803 Napoleon sold Louisiana Territory to US for 

$15 million – to strengthen Britain’s enemy 
 
1804-1814 Napoleon, Emperor of France                                                                                                     
 
1804 Napoleonic Code – 2,281 articles – ended 

feudalism, sanctioned property rights 
 
1805 Britain defeated France in the naval Battle 

of Trafalgar – gained naval supremacy 
 
1806 Napoleon won the Battle of Jena – Prussia 

sued for peace 
 
1806 Britain imposed a naval blockade on French 

ports between Brest and the Elbe 
 
1806-1813 Napoleon created the Continental System – 

hoped to ban British exports to Europe 
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1806 Napoleon’s Berlin Decree – closed 
European ports to British ships 

 
1807 Napoleon’s Milan Decree – extended the 

trade ban to neutral ships 
 
1807 Napoleon won the Battle of Freidland over 

Russia – two spheres of influence in Europe 
 
1807 Treaty of Tilsit – Tsar Alexander I of Russia 

agreed to ban imports of British goods 
 
1807-1811 Peninsular War – France (Junot) occupied 

Portugal – Britain (Wellington) regained it 
 
1808-1814 Joseph Bonaparte, Napoleon’s brother, King 

of Spain – ruled ineptly – lost guerrilla war 
 
1809-1823 Description de l’Egypte – 24 volumes by 43 

authors – launched discipline of Egyptology 
 
1809 Napoleon won the Battle of Wagram – 

Austria sued for peace 
 
1810 Napoleon’s Fontainebleau Decree – gave 

selected import licenses to French traders  
 
1812 Napoleon invaded Russia – 655,000 troops – 

Russia’s 250,000 troops in orderly retreat  
 
1812 Battle of Borodino (September) – Napoleon 

defeated General Kutuzov – pyrrhic victory 
 
1812 Napoleon occupied Moscow (October) – 

Russians burned 2/3 city – French plundered 
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1812 Napoleon’s army retreated (November) – 

wrong route, few supplies – 25,000 survived 
 
1813 Battle of Nations (Leipzig) – Napoleon’s 

worst defeat – Prussia, Russia, Austria 
 
1814 Allies invaded France – Napoleon abdicated 

– replaced by Bourbon King Louis XVIII 
 
1814 Treaty of Fontainebleau – Allies made 

Napoleon Emperor of Elba – 700 troops 
 
1815 Napoleon returned to France – effected 

bloodless coup – raised new French army 
 
1815 Battle of Waterloo (June) – Wellington 

(Britain and Prussia) defeated Napoleon 
 
1815-1821 Napoleon lived in exile in St. Helena – 26 

accompanying friends – dictated his memoir 
 
1821 Napoleon died in St. Helena from stomach 

cancer 
 
1823 Napoleon’s Le Mémorial de Sainte Hélène 

published – #1 best-seller of the 19th century 
 
1840 Napoleon’s remains were interred in Les 

Invalides in Paris 
 
1848-1871 Second Republic in France – led by 

Emperor Napoleon III, Napoleon’s nephew 
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Time Line for Spain and Catalunya 
 
c. 5000 BCE Neolithic peoples began practicing 

agriculture in the Iberian Peninsula 
 
c. 1600 BCE migration of Iberian peoples from North 

Africa into the Iberian Peninsula 
 
9th century BCE Phoenicians from Tyre, Semitic-speaking 

entrepreneurs and traders, settled Carthage  
 
8th century BCE Phoenicians from Carthage settled coastal 

Iberia (Mediterranean and Atlantic)   
 
7th century BCE migration of Celtic peoples from central 

Europe – gradual fusion to form Celtiberians 
 
509-27 BCE Roman Republic – Roman Senate elected 

rulers  
 
3rd century BCE- Roman Empire expanded to control the 
2nd century CE region surrounding the Mediterranean Sea 
 
262-241 BCE 1st Punic War – Rome defeated Carthage, 

claimed Sicily and Sardinia 
 
218-201 BCE 2nd Punic War – Rome again defeated 

Carthage, claimed all of Iberia 
 
210 BCE Scipio Africanus conquered Catalonia for 

Rome – Tarraco, key port and capital 
 
205 BCE-409 CE Roman Hispania – Rome controlled Iberia. 

its richest province – Latin-based languages 
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205-19 BCE gradual Roman conquest of Iberia 
 
60 BCE Julius Caesar conquered most of Iberia – 

Iberia supplied Rome with olive oil, wine 
 
27 BCE-476 CE Roman Principate – military prowess 

decided succession of emperors  
 
27 BCE-14 CE Emperor Augustus ruled Roman Empire – 

expanded empire to natural frontiers  
 
19 BCE Emperor Augustus formed Roman Hispania 

(Lusitania, Baetica, and Tarraconensis)   
 
15 BCE Barcino (Barcelona) – set up as Augustan 

Roman colony 
 
409-456 CE  Germanic Vandals, Suevi, Alans ruled Iberia 
 
456-711 Germanic Visigoths ruled Iberia  
 
476 fall of western Roman Empire – Germanic 

Ostrogoths took over Italy and Rome 
 
634 Muslim Arabs began Islamic diaspora and 

jihad  
 
7th century Muslim-Arab diaspora across North Africa – 

after death of Prophet Muhammad in 632 
 
705-710 Berber leaders in the Maghrib submitted to 

Arab invaders – professed Islam  
 
711-1492 Islamic Spain (Al-Andalus) – parts of Iberia 

under control of Muslim rulers 
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711-720 Muslim Berber/Arab conquest of Iberian 

Peninsula – except northern region   
 
712 Battle of Guadalete – Tariq ibn Ziyad 

defeated Visigoth King Roderic  
 
712 Berber/Arab invaders captured Toledo, 

capital of Visigothic Kingdom 
 
712-756 small Muslim emirates governed Iberia 

(except northern parts) 
 
712-801   Catalonia under Muslim rule 
 
756-1031 Umayyad Caliphate of Córdoba – richest 

state in Western world 
 
801-878   Catalonia under nominal Carolingian rule 
 
878-897 Wilfrid (Guifré) the Hairy, Catalan Count of 

Barcelona – first unified Catalonia 
 
878-1410   Counts of Barcelona ruled Catalonia 
 
10th-12th centuries Medieval Green Revolution in al-Andalus –

irrigation, science, new crops, crop rotations 
 
914-1492 Christian Re-conquest of Iberia 

(Reconquista) – gradual, north-to-south 
 
1031-1103    36 taifas (small states) in Islamic Iberia 
 
1062-1146 Almoravid Berber Empire – West Africa, 

Morocco, Spain 
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1085    Christian reconquest of Toledo 
 
1137 Catalonia and Aragon unified in dynastic 

marriage – Catalonia became part of Aragon 
 
1103-1146   Almoravid Berber rule of Islamic Iberia 
 
1146-1269 Almohad Berber Empire – Morocco, Spain, 

Algeria, Tunisia 
 
1146-1236   Almohad Berber rule of Islamic Iberia 
 
1212 Battle of Las Navas de Tolosa – decisive 

Spanish Christian victory over Almohads  
 
1230s Aragon-Catalonia takeover of Balearic 

Islands (Majorca, Menorca, Ibiza) 
 
1236    Castile takeover of Córdoba 
 
1237-1492   Emirate of Granada in southern Spain 
 
1248    Castile takeover of Seville 
 
1302 Aragon-Catalonia takeover of Sicily 
 
1324 Aragon-Catalonia takeover of Sardinia 
 
1340 Spanish Christian kingdoms defeated 

Merinid Berber invasion  
 
1348-1351 one-third of Spanish population perished in 

bubonic plague 
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1440s Portuguese innovators developed caravel 
ship design 

 
1443 Aragon-Catalonia takeover of southern Italy 
 
1469 dynastic marriage of Isabella (of Castile-

Léon) and Ferdinand (of Aragon-Catalonia) 
 
1479 formation of united kingdom of Spain – 

merger of Castile and Aragon  
 
1498 Vasco da Gama of Portugal sailed around 

southern Africa to India 
 
1492 Spain (Castile-Aragon) conquered Granada 

– last Islamic state in Iberia 
 
1492 Christopher Columbus discovered New 

World – for Spain 
 
1500 Pedro Cabral discovered Brazil – en route to 

India – for Portugal 
 
1503 Casa de Contratacion (House of Trade) set 

up in Seville to manage trade with America 
 
1503-1660 16,000 tons of silver and 185 tons of gold 

shipped from Spanish America to Seville 
 
1516-1556 Habsburg King Charles V ruled Spain, 

Spanish America, Austria, Habsburg Europe  
 
1556-1598 Habsburg King Philip II ruled Spain, 

Spanish America, and the Netherlands  
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1560 new technique discovered to refine silver – 
using Spanish mercury 

 
1580-1640   kings of Spain ruled Portugal  
 
1588 England defeated Great Spanish Armada – 

Spain lost half of its ships, ¾ of its sailors 
 
1596 Spain forced to declare bankruptcy – unable 

to make payments on foreign debts 
 
1597-1602 Spain suffered 500,000 deaths from bubonic 

plague 
 
17th century Spain’s population fell from 8.5 million to 7 

million – epidemics, migrations, expulsions 
 
1640-1668 Portugal fought and defeated Spain – 

English assistance 
 
1640-1652 Reapers’ War – failed rebellion of Catalan 

peasants – France claimed Roussillon 
 
1701-1713 War of Spanish Succession – Britain 

defeated France – Philip V ruler of Spain 
 
1714 Philip V, Spain’s first Bourbon king, 

conquered and ruled Catalonia 
 
1789-1799 French Revolution – evolved from upper-

class demand for reforms into full rebellion 
 
1793-1815 Napoleonic Wars – Britain and allies 

defeated France 
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1808-1814 Peninsular War – France, led by Napoleon 
Bonaparte, conquered and ruled Spain  

 
1815 Congress of Vienna – monarchist balance-

of-power in Europe – lasted for a century 
 
19th century Renaixença – rebirth of Catalan language 

and culture, birth of political nationalism 
 
1898 Spanish-American War – United States 

defeated Spain – Spain lost its colonies  
 
1904 France-Spain agreement – future division of 

Morocco – northern 10 percent to Spain 
 
1912 Treaty of Fez – 90 percent of Morocco to 

France, 10 percent or Morocco to Spain 
 
1914-1918 World War I – Britain, France, Russia, Italy, 

US defeated Germany, Austria-Hungary, 
Ottoman Empire – Spain neutral 

 
1923-1930   military dictatorship in Spain  
 
1931-1936 Second Republic in Spain – Catalonian 

autonomy 
 
1936 Popular Front coalition government – 

Republicans, Socialists, Communists 
 
1936-1939 Spanish Civil War – Nationalists defeated 

Republicans – 500,000 deaths 
 
1939-1975 General Francisco Franco ruled – totalitarian 

nationalism – banned regional languages 
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1939-1959 autarkic stagnation – prevented social 

change undesired by the ruling class 
  
1939-1945 World War II – Allies (Britain, France, US, 

USSR) defeated Axis (Germany, Italy, 
Japan, Finland) – Spain neutral 

 
1953 Pact of Madrid – United States permitted to 

create four military bases in Spain 
 
1956 Moroccan independence – from France 

(March) and Spain (April) 
 
1960-1975 pragmatic liberalism – opening of markets 

and borders under authoritarian leadership 
 
1969 Franco anointed a successor – King Juan 

Carlos I (1975-2014) 
 
1975 Franco died – fragile, but peaceful transition 

to democratic government 
     
1976-2007 democratic transition and European 

integration – market-orientation  
 
1976-1981 Adolfo Suárez, President – led transition to 

democracy (with King Juan Carlos I) 
    
1978 new Spanish constitution – created 17 

regions, with political autonomy 
 
1982-1996 Felipe González, Prime Minister – Socialist 

Workers’ Party (center-left) 
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1986 Spain joined European Union – completed 
transition period in 1993 – aided democracy 

 
1996-2004 José María Aznar, Prime Minister – 

People’s Party (center-right) 
 
2004-2011 José Luis Rodríguez Zapatero, Prime 

Minister – Socialist Workers’ Party 
 
2006 Spain granted Catalonia additional powers 
 
2008-present economic contraction – fiscal austerity, high 

unemployment – recovery since 2014 
 
2010 Constitutional Tribunal – rejected additional 

Catalonian powers, created political crisis 
 
2010-2016 Artur Mas – President of the Government of 

Catalonia 
 
2011-2018  Mariano Rajoy, Prime Minister – People’s 

Party 
 
2014-pesent King Felipe VI, Chief of State 
 
2016-2017 Carles Puigdemont – President of the 

Government of Catalonia 
 
2017 October 1 referendum on Catalonian 

independence – Spain declared it illegal 
 
2018-present Pedro Sánchez, Prime Minister – Socialist 

Workers’ Party 
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2018-2020 Quim Torra – President of the Government 
of Catalonia 

 
2019 12 Catalan independence leaders convicted 

of sedition and misuse of public funds  
 
2020-present Pere Aragonès – President of the 

Government of Catalonia 
 
2020 Spain ranked 25th  of 189 countries in the 

UNDP’s Human Development Index 
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Sites Visited in the Western Mediterranean 
 
Sailing the Western Mediterranean 
Stanford Travel/Study Program 
October 17-26, 2017 
Ship-based Aboard Le Ponant  
 
Portoferraio, Elba, Italy 
 
Elba is a small island (140 square miles), located between Italy and 
Corsica.  About 31,000 Italians inhabit Elba, 12,000 of them in 
Portoferraio, the largest town.  Perhaps 300,000 tourists annually 
visit Elba, providing the principal economic base of the island.  In 
1548, Cosimo de Medici, the Grand Duke of Tuscany, founded 
Portoferraio (“Iron Port”) to serve as a center to produce iron from 
local iron ore and wood fuel, and iron production continued until 
the 1970s.  Tuna fishing and sea-salt production were auxiliary 
activities in the 20th century.   
 
Our Stanford group took an extensive walking tour of Portoferraio.  
We began at the Medici Fortress and Forte Falcone, constructed in 
the 16th century when Cosimo de Medici housed his fleet in Elba.  
Napoleon Bonaparte served as the Emperor of Elba for ten months 
(May 1814-March 1815).  We visited the Vigilanti Theater, a 
lovely small building, which Napoleon converted from church to 
theater for his sister, Pauline.  The highlight was our visit to the 
Villa dei Mulini, which served as Napoleon’s home during his 
short time in Elba.  The museum contains Napoleonic art and 
furniture as well as Napoleon’s extensive library.  It was 
fascinating to see how Napoleon lived in exile and to observe the 
site of his escape and return to France.  We later took a bus ride 
through the scenic island to visit the La Chuiusa Wine Estate and 
sample local wines and cuisine. 
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Ajaccio, Corsica, France 
 
Ajaccio is the administrative center and largest city in Corsica.  
Between 1960 and 1990, the population of Ajaccio doubled – from 
30,000 to 60,000, its current level – because of urbanization in 
Corsica and the return of Corsicans who had been pied noirs 
(French settlers) in Algeria.  Corsica was a part of the Roman 
Empire from the 3rd century BCE until the fall of Rome in 476 CE.  
From the 13th century until 1769, Corsica belonged to the city-state 
of Genoa.  In 1755, Pascal Paoli, a Corsican nationalist, declared 
independence.  Genoa sold Corsica to France in 1768, one year 
before Napoleon Bonaparte was born in Ajaccio.  The French 
exiled Paoli in the 1790s and took full control of Corsica.   
 
The Stanford travelers took a four-hour walking tour of Ajaccio.  
We walked through the Old Town to the Maison Bonaparte, the 
birthplace of Napoleon and the Napoleon Museum since 1924.  
The museum houses a marvelous collection of memorabilia from 
the Bonaparte family.  We also visited the Cathedral of Notre 
Dame and the Fesch Art Museum.  Cardinal Joseph Fesch was the 
half-brother of Napoleon’s mother.  He amassed an extensive 
private collection of art, featuring Italian primitives (pre-
Renaissance paintings).  We visited the Chapelle Imperiale, near 
the Fesch complex, whose crypt contains the tombs of Napoleon’s 
parents, Carlo and Letizia Bonaparte, and of Cardinal Fesch. 
 
Alghero, Sardinia, Italy 
 
Sardinia is a large, Italian island with 1.6 million people and 3 
million sheep.  Alghero, a port city of 40,000 residents in 
northwestern Sardinia, was founded in the 12th century by Genoese 
merchants.  In 1354, Catalan conquerors, aligned with Aragon, 
overran Alghero, enslaved its residents and shipped them to 
Catalonia, and replaced them with Catalans.  Sardinia and Alghero 
were part of Spain until 1720, when they were transferred to the 
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Italian Kingdom of Savoy, which ruled the island until the 
unification of Italy in 1861.  Alghero is known as the Catalan city 
of Sardinia, and today about one-fifth of its residents speak a 
dialect of the Catalan language.   
 
We took a walking tour through the medieval part of the city, 
visiting the 15th-century Church of St. Francis, the 16th-century 
Cathedral of Santa Maria, and the city walls.  We then bussed out 
of town to visit two significant archeological sites.  The Nuraghe di 
Palmavera, dating from 1500 BCE, contains defensive towers, a 
meeting room, and fifty circular huts from the Nuraghic 
civilization, which controlled Sardinia until the Catharginian 
invasions in the 6th century BCE.  The Anghelu Ruiu Necropolis is 
a spectacular set of 38 tombs from the Neolithic Ozieri people 
(4200-3300 BCE).  The tombs, excavated in the 20th century, show 
evidence of extensive burial goods and elaborate stone doors 
leading to multi-roomed burial complexes.       
 
Mahón, Menorca, Spain 
 
Menorca is the second largest island in the Balearic Islands group 
(Majorca is the largest) and the eastern-most part of Spain.  Mahón 
is the capital of the island.  Its permanent population of about 
28,000 residents swells to over 200,000 in the summer when 
tourists arrive to enjoy the beaches and shellfish-based cuisine.  
Menorcan, the local language, is a dialect of Catalan, and most 
Menorcans are trilingual in Menorcan, Catalan, and Spanish.  
Mahón has the second largest natural harbor in the world (after 
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii).  In 1535, the Ottoman commander, 
Hayreddin Barbarossa sacked Mahón and took 6,000 captives as 
slaves to Algiers.  In the Treaty of Utrecht (1713), Menorca was 
ceded from Spain to Britain.  The British moved the capital from 
Ciutadella de Menorca to Mahón, fortified the entry to the 
magnificent port, and built extensive naval yards.  After the Treaty 
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of Amiens (1802), Napoleon convinced Britain to transfer the 
island back to Spain.   
 
On a walking tour of Mahón, we visited the Museum of Menorca, 
set in a 15th-century Franciscan monastery, and observed 
contrasting Catalan, British, and Spanish architectural styles.  We 
drove to Torrealba d’en Salord to marvel at the talayots (megalithic 
stone towers) and taules (T-shaped stone formations).  The talayots 
and taules were created at least 3000 years ago and are found only 
in Menorca. 
    
Barcelona, Spain 
 
Barcelona, a bustling port city of 1.6 million residents (4.7 million 
live in its suburban area), is the capital of the autonomous region 
of Catalonia.  The leading manufacturing center in Spain, 
Barcelona is one of Europe’s wealthiest cities.  Two thousand 
years ago, the Romans converted a small Carthaginian town into a 
military camp in what became Barcelona.  In the medieval era, 
Barcelona was the leading city in Catalonia and a major trading 
port in the Mediterranean region.  It retained those roles when 
Catalonia became part of the Kingdom of Aragon (in the 12th 
century) and of the Kingdom of Spain (15th century).   
 
Our group toured the iconic La Sagrada Familia church, which is 
visited by 4.5 million tourists every year.  Barcelona’s most 
famous architect, Antoni Gaudi (1852-1926), designed the 
modernist church.  Construction commenced in 1882, continued 
intermittently, and is planned to end in 2026, the centenary of 
Gaudi’s death.  Ten towers remain to be built.  Private donations 
and tourist income provide an annual budget of $30 million.  We 
saw more of Gaudi’s modernist architecture on the Passeig de 
Gracia, including the Casa Milà.  We then took a walking tour 
through the Barrio Gotico and visited the magnificent Cathedral of 
the Holy Cross, dedicated to the female saints Helena and Eulalia.  
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We ended with a sumptuous lunch of typical Catalan cuisine at the 
7 Torres Restaurant.  
 
Palamós, Pals, and Empuriés, Spain 
 
Palamós is a port town in northwestern Spain, which serves the 
Costa Brava tourist region.  Le Ponant stopped there so that we 
could visit two nearby sites of exceptional interest – Pals and 
Empuriés.  Pals is a reconstructed medieval village, first built in 
the 12th and 13th centuries.  Pals was severely bombed by the 
Nationalists in the Spanish Civil War because it (along with all of 
Catalonia) strongly supported the Republican side in that conflict.  
In the 1940s, wealthy Catalonians created second homes there, 
while maintaining the medieval structure.  The Torre De Les Hores 
(Tower of Hours), Pals’s keep (place of last defense) remains from 
the 13th century.   
 
Empuriés is the impressive site of both Greek and Roman cities, 
one of the few places in the Mediterranean region where remains 
of both cultures can be observed.  Greeks from Phocaea settled 
Neapolis in 550 BCE to trade with the indigenous Iberian people.  
The Romans followed three centuries later and built a much larger 
city, Ampurias, above the Greek settlement and out-competed the 
Greeks for Iberian trade.  Ampurias was the gateway Roman city 
for the takeover of the Iberian Peninsula.  It declined in the 3rd 
century CE when power and trade shifted to Tarraco (Tarragona) 
and Barcino (Barcelona).  The spectacular site, one of the most 
complete in Iberia, contains marvelous structures with beautiful 
mosaic floors. 
 
Port-Vendres, Collioure, and Céret, France 
 
We sailed northward to Roussillon, the Catalan-speaking part of 
southern France.  Our ship docked in Port-Vendres to give our 
group access to Collioure (population 3,000) and Céret (7,600) – 
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both renowned for housing impressionist artists.  In Collioure, we 
enjoyed the sunrise over a large, 13th-century Royal Castle, built 
first by Majorcans and then re-built in the 17th century by Louis 
XIV of France.  In 1905, Henri Matisse (1869-1954) and his 
protégé, André Derain (1880-1954), painted in Collioure, and the 
village today features copies of their work on nearly every corner.  
The hillsides near Collioure are covered with vineyards, divided 
into terraces by 1,700 miles of dry-stone walls.   
 
We then bussed to Céret, another center of impressionism.  In 
1950, Pierre Bruno and Frank Haviland collaborated with Pablo 
Picasso (1881-1973) and Matisse to create the Modern Art 
Museum in Céret.  Picasso and his colleagues had lived and 
painted in Céret between 1911 and 1913.  The Museum features 
their art, especially works of scenes in Céret.  In addition to 
Picasso’s paintings, the Museum displays Picasso’s painted 
ceramics, notably his entire Corrida (bullfighting) collection of 24 
scenes.  The Musée d’Art Moderne also has notable artworks by 
Marc Chagall (1887-1985), Jean Marchand (1883-1940), and 
Chaim Sutine (1893-1943).  The stunning medieval town of Céret 
is surrounded by cherry orchards.    
 
* * * * * * * * * * * * 
 
 

 


